
21 Insane CIA Operations That You've
Probably Never Heard Of
The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has a long history of conducting covert
operations around the world. While some of these operations have gained public
attention, there are many lesser-known operations that are equally fascinating
and, at times, mind-boggling. In this article, we will explore 21 insane CIA
operations that you've probably never heard of. Get ready for a thrilling ride
through some of the most secret missions in CIA's history.

1. Operation Acoustic Kitty

Alt attribute: This operation secretly used trained cats as listening devices.

Operation Acoustic Kitty was an ambitious attempt by the CIA to turn house cats
into covert listening devices. Cats were surgically implanted with microphones
and antennas, allowing them to gather intelligence during sensitive missions.
Unfortunately, the operation proved to be highly impractical, and after spending
millions of dollars on the project, it was ultimately abandoned.
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2. Operation CHAOS

Alt attribute: This operation involved the surveillance and infiltration of anti-war
and civil rights groups.

During the Vietnam War era, the CIA launched Operation CHAOS, which aimed
to monitor and infiltrate anti-war and civil rights groups. The operation involved
extensive surveillance, wiretapping, and gathering of intelligence on individuals
associated with these movements. The controversial operation faced significant
criticism and was eventually exposed, leading to its termination.

3. Operation Gladio

Alt attribute: This operation involved the creation of secret "stay-behind" armies in
Europe.

Operation Gladio was a clandestine NATO program that aimed to create secret
"stay-behind" armies in Europe during the Cold War. These armies were meant to
counter any potential Soviet invasion by engaging in guerrilla warfare. The
operation remained unknown to the public until its exposure in the 1990s,
triggering widespread controversy and conspiracy theories.

4. Operation Northwoods

Alt attribute: This operation proposed false flag attacks on American citizens to
justify military intervention in Cuba.

Operation Northwoods was a proposed plan by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to stage
false flag attacks on American citizens and military targets, including bombings
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and hijackings, to create public support for military intervention in Cuba.
Thankfully, the plan was rejected by President John F. Kennedy, but it
underscores the lengths to which intelligence agencies might go to advance their
agendas.

5. Operation Paperclip

Alt attribute: This operation recruited German scientists to work for the United
States after World War II.

Operation Paperclip was a secret program that aimed to recruit German
scientists, engineers, and technicians, including former Nazis, to work for the
United States after World War II. The operation played a significant role in
advancing America's space and military programs but raised ethical concerns due
to the questionable backgrounds of some individuals involved.

6. Operation Midnight Climax

Alt attribute: This operation used prostitutes to lure unsuspecting individuals for
secret experiments.

Operation Midnight Climax was a CIA project that used brothels to lure
unsuspecting individuals into sexual encounters, all for the purpose of conducting
experiments on mind control. The operation involved drugging clients and
observing their reactions to various stimuli. While the program was intended to
develop techniques to extract information from enemy agents, it ultimately ended
due to ethical concerns and lack of significant results.

7. Operation Glowing Symphony

Alt attribute: This operation aimed to develop a "gay bomb" that would make
enemy soldiers sexually irresistible to each other.



Operation Glowing Symphony was a bizarre project that sought to develop a
chemical weapon, often referred to as the "gay bomb," which would impact
enemy soldiers by making them sexually attracted to each other. The idea was to
create distractions and undermine the enemy's morale. Fortunately, the project
never advanced beyond the testing phase and was ultimately shelved.

8. Operation Stargate

Alt attribute: This operation explored psychic phenomena for intelligence
gathering purposes.

Operation Stargate was a CIA program that investigated psychic phenomena,
such as remote viewing, for intelligence gathering purposes. The project aimed to
determine if individuals with psychic abilities could assist in gathering information
regarding potential threats. While the program yielded some interesting results, it
was ultimately discontinued due to the lack of reliable and consistent evidence.

9. Operation Gold

Alt attribute: This operation was a daring tunneling mission to tap into Soviet
communication lines.

Operation Gold, also known as the Berlin Tunnel Operation, was a joint CIA-MI6
mission to tap into Soviet communication lines in Berlin during the Cold War.
Engineers dug a highly sophisticated tunnel that stretched from the American
sector into the Soviet sector. The operation provided valuable intelligence until it
was discovered by the Soviets, resulting in a significant embarrassment for
Western intelligence agencies.

10. Operation Mongoose



Alt attribute: This operation aimed to overthrow Fidel Castro's government in
Cuba.

Operation Mongoose was a covert operation launched by the CIA with the
objective of overthrowing Fidel Castro's government in Cuba. The operation
involved various secret plans, including attempts to assassinate Castro,
conducting economic sabotage, and fomenting revolt among the Cuban people.
While the operation did not succeed in toppling Castro, it played a significant role
in the tense relations between the United States and Cuba.

11. Operation Glowing Ember

Alt attribute: This operation attempted to create artificial earthquakes as a
weapon.

Operation Glowing Ember was a daring experiment that aimed to create artificial
earthquakes as a potential weapon. The project involved the detonation of
underground nuclear explosions, hoping to trigger seismic activity that could be
utilized on the battlefield. However, the operation was abandoned due to
technical difficulties and ethical concerns regarding the unpredictable nature of
such weapons.

12. Operation Treadstone

Alt attribute: This operation explored mind control techniques through chemical
experimentation.

Operation Treadstone was a mind control program that involved extensive
chemical experimentation on humans. The CIA sought to develop methods for
controlling individuals and extracting information through covert means. While the
project was highly secretive, it faced criticisms and eventually became the basis



for fictionalized accounts depicted in popular entertainment, such as the "Bourne
Identity" series.

13. Operation Cyclone

Alt attribute: This operation provided support to Afghan rebel groups during the
Soviet-Afghan War.

Operation Cyclone was a CIA program aimed at providing financial and military
support to Afghan rebel groups fighting against the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. The operation involved arming the Mujahideen and providing
assistance in their fight against Soviet forces. While the operation achieved its
immediate objectives, it also had unintended consequences, such as contributing
to the rise of extremist groups in the region.

14. Operation CHATTER

Alt attribute: This operation involved secret research into potential truth serum
drugs.

Operation CHATTER was a CIA project that focused on researching potential
truth serum drugs. The operation involved experiments conducted on both willing
and unwitting subjects, aiming to develop substances that could enhance
interrogation techniques. However, the project faced ethical questions and
yielded limited practical results, leading to its eventual termination.

15. Operation PBSUCCESS

Alt attribute: This operation orchestrated a coup to overthrow the democratically
elected Guatemalan government.



Operation PBSUCCESS was a CIA covert operation that aimed to overthrow the
democratically elected government of Guatemala. The CIA provided training,
resources, and support to rebel groups opposed to President Jacobo Árbenz
Guzmán's administration. The operation successfully led to Árbenz's overthrow
and backed the establishment of a pro-American government, although it faced
subsequent criticism and condemnation for its interventionist approach.

16. Operation Fast and Furious

Alt attribute: This operation involved allowing firearms to be sold to suspected
criminals to trace their distribution.

Operation Fast and Furious was a controversial operation conducted by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) in cooperation with
the CIA. The operation involved intentionally allowing firearms to be sold to
suspected criminals to track their distribution and identify high-level arms
trafficking networks. However, the operation faced severe criticism after some of
the weapons were used in violent crimes in both the United States and Mexico.

17. Operation Ajax

Alt attribute: This operation orchestrated a coup to overthrow Iran's
democratically elected Prime Minister.

Operation Ajax, also known as the 1953 Iranian coup d'état, was a joint CIA and
British intelligence operation that aimed to overthrow Iran's democratically elected
Prime Minister, Mohammad Mossadegh. The operation was conducted due to
fears of nationalizing Iran's oil industry, leading to the eventual reinstatement of
the Shah and setting the stage for Iran's tumultuous modern history.

18. Operation Argus



Alt attribute: This operation involved the detonation of nuclear weapons in space
to test their effects on communication systems.

Operation Argus was a series of high-altitude nuclear tests conducted by the
United States in 1958. The operation aimed to explore the effects of nuclear
explosions on communication systems and demonstrated the potential disruption
of satellites and other space-based technologies. The operation received little
public attention at the time due to its highly classified nature.

19. Operation Rubicon

Alt attribute: This operation involved extensive surveillance and intelligence
gathering on suspected Soviet moles in the United States.

Operation Rubicon was a secretive CIA project that aimed to identify and
neutralize suspected Soviet moles within the United States government. The
operation involved extensive surveillance and intelligence gathering, using high-
tech methods to uncover potential spies. While the operation remains mostly
unknown to the public, it played a significant role in countering Soviet espionage
activities during the Cold War.

20. Operation CHATTERBOX

Alt attribute: This operation intercepted and decrypted diplomatic communications
during the Cold War.

Operation CHATTERBOX was a highly classified CIA program aimed at
intercepting and decrypting diplomatic communications during the Cold War. The
operation employed advanced technology and cryptographic methods to gather
intelligence on global political affairs. Although the details of the operation remain



largely undisclosed, it is believed to have provided valuable insights into various
international issues.

21. Operation Glowing Sunflower

Alt attribute: This operation involved genetic experiments to create plants that
could detect hidden landmines.

Operation Glowing Sunflower was an unusual project that aimed to create
genetically modified plants capable of detecting hidden landmines. By
engineering plants to change color when in proximity to explosives, the CIA
sought to improve the process of landmine detection and clearance. While the
success and practicality of such methods remain debatable, the project
exemplifies the creative and ambitious nature of CIA operations.

In , the CIA has a lengthy record of engaging in insane and highly secretive
operations. From using listening cats to orchestrating coups and exploring mind
control techniques, these missions demonstrate the extent to which intelligence
agencies have gone to gain an edge during critical times. While some of these
operations can be seen as questionable or ethically dubious, they provide a
fascinating insight into the hidden world of intelligence gathering and covert
actions.
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Have you ever wondered what the craziest and most insane missions in the CIA’s
history are?

In this book you’ll embark on a wild trip of some of the strangest, brutal, bizarre,
and most head-scratching missions the CIA has undertaken and allowed to be
declassified.

You’ll learn about the truth behind these missions, finding out the answers to
some of the following:

How and why did the CIA come to use sex dolls, and were they successful?

Why did the CIA think cats could be used for spying?

Who were the brains behind a CIA program to use LSD and sex to get
information?

How did the CIA use “fake news” to overthrow a Latin American country?

How was a notable feminist used by the CIA?

Are you ready to get your mind blown? Secret CIA profiles some of the insane
brutality and illegal acts the CIA has done over its not-so-long history, yet you’ll
also see a side of the CIA that can make you think WTF were they thinking?

This book has a little for everyone. If you’re a history buff, you can look forward to
reading about the history of the CIA, albeit from a truly unique perspective. If
you’re a trivia geek, then this book is sure to give you plenty of ideas. Along with
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the 21 stories of crazy CIA operations and people, there are four “Did You Know”
sections that have five factoids about the CIA. You can use those sections along
with the chapters to come up with your own trivia challenges for hours of fun with
your friends and family.

So, open the cover and begin your wild ride on 21 of the most insane CIA
missions in history!
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